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Recap

• Everyone’s physical (embodied) experience of the world is different, 
and how we move through and sense the world informs our 
perceptions and what we create

• Physical disabilities (blindness, deafness)
• Mental illness and psychological disabilities 
• Injuries 



Classical music memes



Disability studies

• Joe Straus, Extraordinary Measures: Disabilities in Music (2011)
• “Disability” is socially defined—if something is “disabling” it means 

that it is a barrier to the things we collectively expect, need, or value
• Some disabling traits can cause music making to thrive (social anxiety, 

narcissism, autism, obsessive compulsive disorder), but they can be 
crippling to music making, as well



What does music mean?

• Meaning = what you 
hear and how you 
interpret it

• (Analysis = Description + 
“So what?”)

The sounds 
themselves

How a listener 
listens

The 
performer

Listener’s 
knowledge



Character and meaning: Age

How do these voices sound different?
What kind of situation do you imagine each character would be expressing these 
words? 

• Where are they? What have they experienced that’s led them to this 
moment? What do they care about? Who are they talking to? What kind of 
person are they? Etc.

How does the sound of the singer’s voice add to the drama of the character they’re 
playing?

The first version is sung by a young man in his 20s (Nine Inch Nails). The 
second version is sung by an old man at the end of his life in his 70s 
(Johnny Cash).



Character and meaning: Gender

How do these voices sound different?
What kind of situation do you imagine each character would be expressing these 
words? 

• Where are they? What have they experienced that’s led them to this 
moment? What do they care about? Who are they talking to? What kind of 
person are they? Etc.

How does the sound of the singer’s voice add to the drama of the character they’re 
playing?

The first version is sung by a group of women (Destiny’s Child). 
The second version is sung by a man (Sick Puppies).



Opera
• Secular
• Originated during the 17th century as a way to 

add magnificence to royal and noble events
• Adding music to plays (example: masques in 

England)
• Singing is dramatic and takes great skill
• The first opera theater open to paying customers 

appeared in Venice, Italy, in 1637

• Social event: eating, talking, drinking, visiting
• Singing and orchestral accompaniment together 

imitate spoken language, sensations, and 
emotions

• A staged genre: acting, costumes, props, set 
design 

• Librettist – writes the words of the opera
• Composer – writes the music

Margrave’s Opera Theater, 
Bayreuth 1879



Henry Purcell (1659-1695), Dido and Aeneas
(1689)

• Based on Virgil’s The Aeneid
(29-19 BC)

Giovanni Barbieri (1591-1666), The Death of Dido



Opera: dramatic stories and human emotions

• Operas take small moments and blow them up to large proportions
• It takes longer to sing words than speak them, so the music physically 

takes a long time to be heard
• Repeating melodies and adding dancing can make a scene even 

longer, which means that the emotional mood persists



Singing styles and purposes

Aria
• Emotional outpouring
• Repetitive text and melody
• Singer’s vocal technique and 

ability are put on display
• Many harmony changes 

(demonstrating the nuances of 
the singer’s emotion)

• Full orchestra accompaniment

Recitative
• Depicts characters’ thoughts, plans, 

and dialogue
• Advances the plot
• Little to no text repetition
• Unpredictable and forgettable 

melody
• Few harmony changes
• Minimal instrumental 

accompaniment



Teatro Regio in Turin, 
Italy (1740)



Metropolitan Opera, NYC (established 
1880) – The building at Lincoln Center 
was built 1966.



Distaste for opera

“Would you know what an opera is? I’ll tell you, 
that it is an odd medley of poetry and music, 

wherein the poet and musician, equally confined 
one by the other, take a world of pains to compose 

a wretched performance.” 
– Charles St. Évremond (1613-1703) 

Opera is “an exotick and irrational 
entertainment.”

–Dr. Samuel Johnson (1709-1784) 



Homework and reminders

• Assigned reading for next class is online: 
• M Nov 11: opera
• W Nov 13: the sociology of music

• Concert Response #2 due Dec 11
• Quickfire #6 due by 5pm on F Nov 10 – check your email
• If you’ve fallen behind, now is the time to turn your grade around

• Come to class, complete assigned reading 
• Revisions of C/NC assignments due by the end of the semester 
• Late assignments are accepted up to 14 days after the original due date



End write

Of the four things that contribute to musical meaning (the musical 
sounds themselves, the listener’s past experience/knowledge, how a 
listener listens, and the performer’s skill/choices/identity), which one is 
the most important?
Give three reasons to support your choice.
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